Vechur Cattle A Miniature Breed Of India
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vechur cattle once thought to be extinct due to extensive crossbreeding are the first native cattle of
kerala to be saved multiplied and approved as a distinct breed and this is the smallest, list of most
popular cattle breeds in india rathi cattle breed vechur cattle breed vechur cattle malayalam is a rare
breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor inkottayam district of the state of kerala in
india with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the, miniature cattle are found in
various parts of the world some such as the dexter of ireland and the vechur of kerala india are
traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding the australian lowline was
the unexpected result of a scientific experiment 3 some but not all miniature breeds display
achondroplasia or dwarfism, welcome guest sign in or register home, another product of cattle is
dung which can be used to create manure or fuel in some regions such as parts of india cattle have
significant religious meaning cattle mostly small breeds such as the miniature zebu are also kept as
pets, indian cattle breeds page provides simple and brief information of all breeds available in india
with their specification morphology and behaviour vechur cattle are the small breed of indian cattle
they are mostly light cattle tharparkar, the vechur breed is an indian cattle breed that is actually in the
guinness book of world records for being the smallest cattle breed around today its name comes from
the name of where they come from a place called vechoor in the state of kerala they are also called
for that reason the vachoor cow and the kerela cattle, the vechur cow has now attracted international
recognition the food and agriculture organisation fao has listed the vechur cattle among the indian
breeds in their domestic animal diversity information system under the category of critical breeds
meaning nearly extinct our efforts to revive this breed continue, indian cattle breeds page provides
simple and brief information of all breeds available in india with their specification morphology and
 behaviour vechur cattle are the small breed of indian cattle they are mostly light cattle tharparkar, the
worlds smallest cattle is a rare breed of an indian zebu called the vechur cow the average height of
this breed of cattle is 31 to 35 inches to 91 cm the photo above shows a 16 year old vechur cattle as
compared to a 6 year old hf cross breed cow, the vechur cow also spelled vechoor cow is a rare breed
of bos indicus cattle named after the village of vechur in kottayam district kerala india with an
average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world and is valued
for the larger amount of milk it produces relative to the amount of food it requires, the vechur cow is
a rare breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the state of
Kerala in India with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. About 200 cows are supposed to exist today. Nearly 100 of them, it would be impossible for Vechur cows to replace larger crossbred species used in western mass production cattle farms that can produce up to 40 litres of milk per day but need to be fed huge. Vechur is one of the dwarf cattle breeds of India with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm. It is considered to be the smallest cattle breed in the world. It is known by the name of a place Vechur or a small place by the side of Vembanad Lake near Vaikam in Kottayam district of South Kerala. Vechur is the miniature cattle breed of the Millenium. Dr. T.P. Sethumadhavan and Dr. R. Radhika, Vechur cattle of Kerala is having a place in the latest calendar of Indian breeds of cattle published by National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources, ICAR, Karnal as a miniature breed. Hallikar breed of cattle is very common at Mysore Hassann belt of Karnataka and the bulls are known for their strength and endurance. Classified as a draught cattle breed in India, Amrit Mahal cattle from the state of Mysore is originated from the Hallikar breed and received the royal patronage. Vechur Kerala Vechur cattle is the rare, mini cow breeds of India. India has indigenous mini cow breeds spread over Kerala and Karnataka. States the Vechur and Kasaragod breed from Kerala and the Malnad Gidda breed of Karnataka share several similarities in their features. A variant of Malnad Gidda breed called Kapila is another mini cattle breed from Karnataka. Its the best job on earth to save indigenous breed Indian cows. As these foreign breed cows have spoilt the Indian breeds, Indian cow products are shubh i.e. pure. It is proved by the scientists and is there in Indian shastra and Vedas. List of Indian cow buffalo horse goat and sheep breeds and buffalo are the two main milk producing species found in India. There are list of cow and buffalo breeds of India. Include Gir cattle, Hariana cattle, Sahiwal cattle, Murrah buffalo and Surti buffalo. Vechur Cow is a rare cattle breed of Kerala. India video. Vechur Cow is a rare cattle breed of Kerala for more info visit http://www.indiavideo.org. Kerala, cattle is the most important among the domestic animals. Cattle farming is very profitable, easy to maintain and a traditional business but for getting better profit from cattle farming business you must have to select suitable and productive cattle breeds for your farm. There are many cattle breeds available around the world. Vechur Cow an indigenous cattle variety of Kerala. A rare breed of Bos indicus is the smallest cattle breed in the world. It yields the maximum milk in the world for a cow of this size. It is not the quantity of the milk but its quality that gave it an international fame. Indian breed cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds. Holy Indian cow breeds give us healthier life saving most fortified and nectar like milk. Actually the cow progeny was considered as cow wealth and it was considered as the backbone of Indian agriculture, health, economy and cultural development. Purchasing miniature cattle can cost between 500 to 12,000 USD with the rare panda possibly selling for 30,000. There are now more than twenty breeds of mini cattle the more common ones being less expensive. Some refer to mini cattle as the green red meat. Vechur breed is noted for its milking capacity. The smallest breed of miniature cattle are actually the micro miniature cattle with cows and bulls reaching a height of only 32 to 36 inches in India. The Vecheur cow is the size of a, welcome guest sign in or register home. The Vecheur breed is a very rare one indeed and holds the title for the smallest breed in existence according to the Guinness book of world records. They are named after the village from which they originate. Vecheur in the Kerala state in India. A tiny Vecheur calf had been born in his compound just six hours before we arrived there. Her mother, a fine animal is 82 cm high. The Vecheur is the world’s smallest cattle breed. November 2010 saw Diana, 77 cm Vecheur also from Thrissur district enter the Guinness book of records as the smallest cow in the world. How to start Desi Sahiwal Cow Dairy Farm in India. Duration: 10:31. A cytogenetic study was performed on rare zebu cattle breeds of India during a routine investigation. The blood samples were collected from the bulls of five cattle breeds viz. Punganur, how to start Desi Sahiwal Cow Dairy Farm in India. Duration: 10:31. The Vecheur cow has now attracted international recognition. The food and Agriculture Organisation FAO has listed the Vecheur cattle among the Indian...
breeds in their domestic animal diversity information system under the category of critical breeds meaning nearly extinct our efforts to revive this breed continue, miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world some such as the dexter breed of ireland and the vechur of kerala india are traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding the australian lowline was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism, the vechur cattle an almost extinct variety of indian indigenous breed is the smallest cattle variety in the world endemic to the moist landscape breed is the smallest cattle varietyof kerala the uniqueness of this in the world rare variety is its high fat content in milk, the vechur cattle malayalam is a rare breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the state of kerala in india with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the guinness book of records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces, there are only 26 well defined breeds of cattle in india and they make up only 18 per cent of the total cattle population the rest which include the vechur are categorised as nondescript cattle these cattle which evolved by natural selection have unique pools of genes developed by nature over the years, the vechur cattle are a smaller sized and native indian breed of bos indicus cattle the breed was named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the kerala state in india according to the guinness book of records the vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world, the worlds smallest cattle is a rare breed of an indian zebu called the vechur cow the average height of this breed of cattle is 31 to 35 inches to 91 cm the photo above shows a 16 year old vechur cattle as compared to a 6 year old hf cross breed cow, indian breed cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds holy indian cow breeds give us healthier life saving most fortified and nectar like milk actually the cow progeny was considered as cow wealth and it was considered as the back bone of indian agriculture health economy and cultural development, this is my extra interest to collect as much as information on local cattle breeds of india and publicize this to worldwide to make people aware and getting their support for germ plasm conservation i have been thinking to do local breeds conservation programmes in the near future, till recently the number of indian cattle breeds was estimated at 26 but the calendar of indian council of agricultural research icar on cattle breeds of india published by the national bureau of animal genetic resources nbagr showed 30 breeds the latest addition was the vechur cattle, vechur cattle are the small breed of indian cattle they are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face the legs are short with long and tapering tail almost touching the ground the vechur cattle are active and strong animals the cows are very good milk producers producing up to 3 liters of milk a day, hallikar breed of cattle is very common at mysore hassan belt of karnataka and the bulls are are known for their strength and endurance classified as a draught cattle breed in india amrit mahal cattle from the state of mysore is originated from the hallikar breed and received the royal patronage vechur kerala vechur cattle is the rare, themed cattle breeds of india and published by the national bureau of animal genetic resources nbagr features pictures of 30 breeds including vechur cattle table 1 the thirty recognized breeds in india constitute around 20 per cent of the countrys total cattle population on 14 may 2011 this writer mr b rathinasabapathy and dr m, it would be impossible for vechur cows to replace larger crossbred species used in western mass production cattle farms that can produce up to 40 litres of milk per day but need to be fed huge, the genetic diversity among 3 dwarf breeds of cattle in india viz malnad gidda punganur and vechur were analysed using 12 sets of microsatellite markers all 11 amplified microsatellite loci, this is my extra interest to collect as much as information on local cattle breeds of india and publicize this to worldwide to make people aware and getting their support for germ plasm conservation i have been thinking to do local breeds conservation programmes in the near future, the vechur cattle are a smaller sized and native indian breed of bos indicus cattle the breed was named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the kerala state in india according to the guinness book of records the vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world, miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world some such as the dexter of ireland and the vechur of kerala india are traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding the australian lowline
was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment. Some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism. Vechur cattle are the small breed of Indian cattle; they are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face. The legs are short with long and tapering tail almost touching the ground. The vechur cattle are active and strong animals. The cows are very good milk producers producing up to 3 liters of milk a day. The genetic diversity among 3 dwarf breeds of cattle in India, viz. Malnad Gidda, Punganur and Vechur, were analysed using 12 sets of microsatellite markers. All 11 amplified microsatellite loci were found in Vechur, Kozhikode and Kannur Kerala, India. A study was carried out for breed characterization with milk yield. Vechur cattle breed found in Kerala state are known for less susceptible to mastitis than any other cattle breeds. The marked differences in susceptibility to mastitis predict that there is substantial variation in the efficiency of the antimicrobial defense within the cattle breeds. The mechanisms under the Vechur breed is a very rare one indeed and holds the title for the smallest breed in existence according to the Guinness Book of World Records. They are named after the village from which they originate, Vechoor in the Kerala state in India. The Vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. The Vechur cattle breed is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces. There are only 26 well-defined breeds of cattle in India and they make up only 18% of the total cattle population. The rest, which include the Vechur, are categorized as nondescript cattle; these cattle which evolved by natural selection have unique pools of genes developed by nature over the years.
place vechur a small place by the side of vembanad lake near vaikam in kottayam district of south
kerala, till recently the number of indian cattle breeds was estimated at 26 but the calendar of indian
council of agricultural research icar on cattle breeds of india published by the national bureau of
animal genetic resources nbagr showed 30 breeds the latest addition was the vechur cattle, themed
cattle breeds of india and published by the national bureau of animal genetic resources nbagr features
pictures of 30 breeds including vechur cattle table 1 the thirty recognized breeds in india constitute
around 20 per cent of the countrys total cattle population on 14 may 2011 this writer mr b
rathinasabapathy and dr m, vechur cattle place of origin india origin the vechur cattle malayalam is a
rare breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the state of
kerala in india with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in
the world, its the best job on this earth to save indigenous breed indian cows as these foreign breed
cows have spoilt the indian breeds indian cow products are shubh i.e pure it is proved by the
scientists and is there in indian shastr and vedas, the vechur cow also spelled vechoor cow is a rare
breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village of vechur in kottayam district kerala india with an
average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world and is valued
for the larger amount of milk it produces relative to the amount of food it requires, the vechur cattle
an almost extinct variety of indian indigenous breed is the smallest cattle variety in the world
endemic to the moist landscape breed is the smallest cattle varietyof kerala the uniqueness of this in the world
rare variety is its high fat content in milk, it is also due to the medicinal value attributed to the vechur
cow milk this had been the pioneer work on conserving a threatened breed of cattle in india and
sosamma iype says that this was made possible due to the cooperation from her team of students, list
of indian cow buffalo horse goat and sheep breeds cow and buffalo are the two main milk producing
species found in india there are list of cow and buffalo breeds of india include gir cattle hariana cattle
sahiwal cattle murrah buffalo and surti buffalo, miniature cattle are found in various parts of the
world some such as the dexter breed of ireland and the vechur of kerala india are traditional breeds
others have been recently created by selective breeding the australian lowline was the unexpected
result of a scientific experiment some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or
dwarfism, list of all the breeds of indian cows known cows provide approx 100 million tonnes of dry
dung a year costing rs 5000 crores which saves 50 million tonnes of firewood which again means that
many trees saved and more environmental damage prevented see more ideas about cows cattle and
cow, there are numerous varieties of cow breeds found in india which have been found useful in milk
production and bearing loads for transportation but for last 40 50 years due to the countless
operations carried out between indian and foreign cow breeds we have lost some of our extremely
useful and established cattle, the vechur cattle malayalam is a rare breed of bos indicus cattle named
after the village vechoor in vaikom taluk kottayam district of the state of kerala in india with an
average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to
the guinness book of records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it, 13 4 vechur conservation
trust india 3 kasargod cattle breeders association 2 centre for advanced studies in animal genetics and
breeding kerala veterinary and animal sciences university india abstract kasargod cattle were found in
kasargod kozhikode and kannur kerala india a study was carried out for breed characterization with,
this breed of indian zebu is called vechur cow the smallest cattle in the world the average height of
this breed varies from 81 to 91 cm 31 35 in, in india vechur cows have long proven themselves on the
positive side when this breed has become popular in other continents is unknown but a relatively low
price strong immunity and small size are attracting more and more attention to the small and large
farmland perhaps in the future this breed of cows will be one of the most popular, vechur cattle once
thought to be extinct due to extensive crossbreeding are the first native cattle of kerala to be saved
multiplied and approved as a distinct breed and this is the smallest, mini cow breeds of india india
has indigenous mini cow breeds spread over kerala and karnataka states the vechur and kasaragod
breed from kerala and the malnad gidda breed of karnataka share several similarities in their features
a variant of malnad gidda breed called kapila is another mini cattle breed from karnataka, vechur
cows are not prone to mastitis parasites or hoof and mouth disease and they calve easily the milk of vechur cattle is outstanding with a butterfat content of up to five percent and with a smaller fat globule size from that of other dairy breeds making the milk easily digestible, breed characteristics vechur cattle are the smallest of indian cattle breeds they are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face the legs are short the tail is long and, another product of cattle is dung which can be used to create manure or fuel in some regions such as parts of india cattle have significant religious meaning cattle mostly small breeds such as the miniature zebu are also kept as pets, the vechur cow is a rare breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor in kottayam district of the state of kerala in india with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the guinness book of records about 200 cows are supposed to exist today nearly 100 of them, list of most popular cattle breeds in india rathi cattle breed vechur cattle breed vechur cattle malayalam is a rare breed of bos indicus cattle named after the village vechoor inkottayam district of the state of kerala in india with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the, this rare breed which averages 87 cm in height 124 cm in length and 130 kg in weight takes its name from a village vechoor in kottayam kerala it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the guinness book of records around 4 000 heads of vechur cattle are believed to exist today in thrissur alappuzha kottayam and ernakulam among other districts, vechur the miniature cattle breed of the millenium dr t p sethumadhavan dr r radhika vechur cattle of kerala is having a place in the latest calendar of indian breeds of cattle published by national bureau of animal genetic resources icar karnal as a miniature breed, in india vechur cows have long proven themselves on the positive side when this breed has become popular in other continents is unknown but a relatively low price strong immunity and small size are attracting more and more attention to the small and large farmland perhaps in the future this breed of cows will be one of the most popular, the vechur breed is an indian cattle breed that is actually in the guiness book of world records for being the smallest cattle breed around today its name comes from the name of where they come from a place called vechoor in the state of kerala they are also called for that reason the vachoor cow and the kerela cattle, pdf a cytogenetic study was performed on rare zebu cattle breeds of india during a routine investigation the blood samples were collected from the bulls of five cattle breeds viz punganur, vechur cow an indigenous cattle variety of kerala a rare breed of bos indicus is the smallest cattle breed in the world it yields the maximum milk in the world for a cow of this size it s not the quantity of the milk but its quality that gave it an international fame, a true tiny milk cow exists in the state of kerala india the vechur cow is the size of a large dairy goat and produces about one gallon 4 liters of milk at peak performance with a 5 milk

The National Conference On Native Livestock Breeds And  
February 20th, 2019 - Vechur cattle once thought to be extinct due to extensive crossbreeding are the first native cattle of Kerala to be saved multiplied and approved as a distinct breed and this is the smallest

List of Most Popular Cattle Breeds in India gowandi com  
April 13th, 2019 - List of Most Popular Cattle Breeds in India Rathi Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Malayalam ??????????? ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor inKottayam district of the state of Kerala in India With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the

Miniature cattle Wikipedia  
April 14th, 2019 - Miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world Some such as the Dexter of Ireland and the Vechur of Kerala India are
traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding. The Australian Lowline was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment. 3 Some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism.

**HZ India Miniature Cow AP Archive**
March 23rd, 2019 - Welcome Guest Sign in or Register Home

**List of cattle breeds Howling Pixel**
April 14th, 2019 - Another product of cattle is dung which can be used to create manure or fuel. In some regions such as parts of India, cattle have significant religious meaning. Cattle mostly small breeds such as the Miniature Zebu are also kept as pets.

**Indian Cattle Breeds Collection of all cattle breeds in**
April 18th, 2019 - Indian cattle breeds page provides simple and brief information of all breeds available in India with their specification, morphology, and behavior. Vechur cattle are the small breed of Indian cattle. They are mostly light Tharparkar.

**Vechur Cattle Breed Information – All about the Cattle**
April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur breed is an Indian cattle breed that is actually in the Guinness Book of World records for being the smallest cattle breed around today. Its name comes from the name of where they come from a place called Vechoor in the state of Kerala. They are also called for that reason the Vachoor cow and the Kerela cattle.

**Vechur Save Indian Cows Save Cows Donate to Save Cows**
April 19th, 2019 - The Vechur cow has now attracted international recognition. The Food and Agriculture Organisation FAO has listed the Vechur cattle among the Indian breeds in their Domestic Animal Diversity Information System under the category of Critical Breeds meaning nearly extinct. Our efforts to revive this breed continue.

**Indian Cattle Breeds Collection of all cattle breeds in**
April 18th, 2019 - Indian cattle breeds page provides simple and brief information of all breeds available in India with their specification, morphology, and behavior. Vechur cattle are the small breed of Indian cattle. They are mostly light Tharparkar.

**35 Best Vechur Cows images Cow Farmhouse Cattle**
April 20th, 2019 - The world’s smallest cattle is a rare breed of an Indian zebu called the Vechur cow. The average height of this breed of cattle is 31 to 35 inches to 91 cm. The photo above shows a 16 year old Vechur cattle as compared to a 6 year old HF cross breed cow.

**Animal husbandry kaikalur INDIAS SHORTEST COWS AND THEIR**
April 7th, 2019 - The Vechur cow also spelled Vechoor cow is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village of Vechur in Kottayam district, Kerala, India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm, it is...
the smallest cattle breed in the world and is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces relative to the amount of food it requires.

**VECHUR COW rajeev kuttamangalam Cow Horses Animals**
April 13th, 2019 - The Vechur cow is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. About 200 cows are supposed to exist today nearly 100 of them.

**India to fight climate change with dwarf cows that rarely**
May 5th, 2016 - It would be impossible for Vechur cows to replace larger crossbreds used in Western mass production cattle farms that can produce up to 40 litres of milk per day but need to be fed huge.

**Vechur Dairy Knowledge Portal**
April 18th, 2019 - Vechur is one of the dwarf cattle breeds of India with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm. It is considered to be the smallest cattle breed in the world. It is known by the name of a place Vechur, a small place by the side of Vembanad lake near Vaikam in Kottayam district of South Kerala.

**Organic farming VECHUR – THE MINIATURE CATTLE BREED OF**
April 14th, 2019 - Vechur – THE MINIATURE CATTLE BREED OF THE MILLENIUM. Dr T P Sethumadhavan, Dr R Radhika. Vechur cattle of Kerala is having a place in the latest calendar of Indian breeds of cattle published by the National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources, ICAR Karnal. It is a miniature breed.

**Top 21 Best Cow Breeds Found in India walkthroughindia com**
April 22nd, 2019 - Hallikar breed of cattle is very common at Mysore. Hassan belt of Karnataka and the bulls are known for their strength and endurance. Classed as a draught cattle breed in India, Amrit Mahal cattle from the state of Mysore originate from the Hallikar breed and received the royal patronage. Vechur Kerala Vechur Cattle is the rare.

**Mini Cow Breeds saveindiancows org**
April 8th, 2019 - Mini cow breeds of India. India has indigenous mini cow breeds spread over Kerala and Karnataka states. The Vechur and Kasaragod breed from Kerala, and the Malnad gidda breed of Karnataka share several similarities in their features. A variant of Malnad gidda breed called Kapila is another mini cattle breed from Karnataka.

**Why you should not buy a vechur dwarf cow – Natural**
April 10th, 2019 - It's the best job on this earth to save indigenous breed Indian cows. As these foreign breeds have spoilt the Indian breed, Indian cow products are SHUBH i.e. PURE. It is proved by the scientists and is there in Indian shastr and VEDAS.

**List of Indian Cow Buffalo Horse Goat and Sheep Breeds**
April 22nd, 2019 - List of Indian Cow Buffalo Horse Goat and Sheep Breeds Cow and Buffalo are the two main milk producing species found in India. There are list of Cow and Buffalo breeds of India include Gir Cattle Hariana Cattle Sahiwal Cattle Murrah Buffalo and Surti Buffalo.

Vechur Cow a rare cattle breed of Kerala India Video
March 4th, 2019 - Vechur Cow a rare cattle breed of Kerala India Video Vechur Cow a rare cattle breed of Kerala For more info visit http www.indiavideo.org kerala

List of Cattle Breeds Modern Farming Methods
April 23rd, 2019 - Cattle is the most important among the domestic animals. Cattle farming is very profitable easy to maintain and a traditional business. But for getting better profit from cattle farming business you must have to select suitable and productive cattle breeds for your farm. There are many cattle breeds available around the world.

Vechur Cow Indigenous Cattle Variety Smallest Cattle
April 22nd, 2019 - Vechur cow an indigenous cattle variety of Kerala a rare breed of Bos indicus is the smallest cattle breed in the world. It yields the maximum milk in the world for a cow of this size. It's not the quantity of the milk but its quality that gave it an international fame.

Indian breed Cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds
April 14th, 2019 - Indian breed Cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds. Holy Indian Cow breeds give us healthier life saving most fortified and nectar like milk. Actually the cow progeny was considered as Cow Wealth and it was considered as the back bone of Indian agriculture, health, economy and cultural development.

10 Miniature Cattle Breeds for Your Small Farm Big
April 20th, 2019 - Purchasing miniature cattle can cost between 500 to 12 000 USD with the rare Panda possibly selling for 30 000. There are now more than twenty breeds of mini cattle the more common ones being less expensive. Some refer to mini cattle as the “green” red meat.

Vechur Vechur Conservation Trust
April 15th, 2019 - Breed and size Travancore does not possess any special breed of cattle as its own. Authorities are inclined to label the Travancore cattle “Nondescript”. But in common parlance the cattle are divided into different breeds according to the locality to which they belong. Of this the Vechur breed is noted for its milking capacity.

What is the smallest breed of miniature cattle answers com
April 15th, 2019 - The smallest breed of miniature cattle are actually the Micro Miniature Cattle with cows and bulls reaching a height of only 32 to 36 inches when India. The Vechur cow is the size of a

HZ India Miniature Cow AP Archive
March 23rd, 2019 - Welcome Guest Sign in or Register Home
Weird Cow Breeds: The Vechur Cattle

April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur breed is a very rare one indeed and holds the title for the smallest breed in existence according to the Guinness Book of World records. They are named after the village from which they originate, Vecheor in the Kerala state in India.

Vechur of Kerala: World's smallest cow breed

April 11th, 2019 - A tiny Vechur calf had been born — in his compound — just six hours before we arrived there. Her mother, a fine animal, is 82 cm high. The Vechur is the world's smallest cattle breed. November 2010 saw Diana, a 77 cm Vechur, also from Thrissur district, enter the Guinness Book of Records as the smallest cow in the world.

SMALLEST COW BREED IN INDIA: Vechur Dwarf Cow

February 26th, 2019 - The Vechur cow has now attracted international recognition. The Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) has listed the Vechur cattle among the Indian breeds in their Domestic Animal Diversity Information System under the category of Critical Breeds, meaning nearly extinct. Our efforts to revive this breed continue.

Miniature cattle: Revolvy

July 25th, 2017 - Miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world. Some such as the Dexter breed of Ireland and the Vechur of Kerala, India, are traditional breeds. Others have been recently created by selective breeding. The Australian Lowline was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment. Some, but not all, miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism.

Controversy: Vechur Conservation Trust

April 18th, 2019 - The Vechur cattle is an almost extinct variety of Indian indigenous breed. It is the smallest cattle variety in the world. endemic to the moist landscape breed is the smallest cattle variety of Kerala. The uniqueness of this in the world rare variety is its high fat content in milk.

Vechur Cattle: WikiVisually

November 13th, 2018 - The Vechur Cattle is a tiny breed native to Kerala, India. They are known for their small size and high milk fat content.
rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm, it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces.

**A cow and a controversy**

April 15th, 2019 - There are only 26 well-defined breeds of cattle in India and they make up only 18 per cent of the total cattle population. The rest, which include the Vechar, are categorized as nondescript cattle. These cattle, which evolved by natural selection, have unique pools of genes developed by nature over the years.

**Vechar Cattle Characteristics Origin and Uses Modern**

April 20th, 2019 - The Vechar cattle are a smaller sized and native Indian breed of Bos indicus cattle. The breed was named after the village Vechar in Kottayam district of the Kerala state in India. According to the Guinness Book of Records, the Vechar cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world.

**35 Best Vechar Cows images**

April 20th, 2019 - The world’s smallest cattle is a rare breed of an Indian zebu called the Vechar cow. The average height of this breed of cattle is 31 to 35 inches to 91 cm. The photo above shows a 16-year-old Vechar cattle as compared to a 6-year-old HF crossbreed cow.

**Indian breed Cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds**

April 14th, 2019 - Indian breed Cows are most beneficial than foreign breeds. Holy Indian Cow breeds give us healthier life-saving most fortified and nectar-like milk. Actually, the cow progeny was considered as Cow Wealth and it was considered as the backbone of Indian agriculture, health economy, and cultural development.

**Cattle Breeds of India**

April 22nd, 2019 - This is my extra interest to collect as much as information on local cattle breeds of India and publicize this to worldwide to make people aware and get their support for germ plasm conservation. I have been thinking to do local breeds conservation programmes in the near future.

**Indian Indigenous Cattle**

April 9th, 2019 - Till recently the number of Indian cattle breeds was estimated at 26. But the calendar of Indian Council of Agricultural Research ICAR on 'Cattle Breeds of India' published by the National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources NBAGR showed 30 breeds. The latest addition was the Vechar cattle.

**Vechar IndianCattle**

April 21st, 2019 - Vechar cattle are the small breed of Indian cattle. They are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face. The legs...
are short with long and tapering tail almost touching the ground. The Vechur cattle are active and strong animals. The cows are very good milk producers producing up to 3 liters of milk a day.

**Top 21 Best Cow Breeds Found in India walkthroughindia.com**
April 22nd, 2019 - Hallikar breed of cattle is very common at Mysore Hassan belt of Karnataka and the bulls are known for their strength and endurance classified as a draught cattle breed in India. Amrit Mahal cattle from the state of Mysore is originated from the Hallikar breed and received the royal patronage. Vechur Kerala Vechur Cattle is the rare

**Preservation of India’s local livestock germplasm Vechur**
April 10th, 2019 - themed ‘Cattle Breeds of India’ and published by the National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources NBAGR features pictures of 30 breeds including Vechur cattle Table 1. The thirty recognized breeds in India constitute around 20 per cent of the country’s total cattle population. On 14 May 2011 this writer Mr B Rathinasabapathy and Dr M

**India to fight climate change with dwarf cows that rarely**
May 5th, 2016 - It would be impossible for Vechur cows to replace larger crossbred species used in Western mass production cattle farms that can produce up to 40 litres of milk per day but need to be fed huge

**Assessment of genetic diversity among Malnad Gidda**
April 18th, 2019 - The genetic diversity among 3 dwarf breeds of cattle in India viz Malnad Gidda Punganur and Vechur were analysed using 12 sets of microsatellite markers. All 11 amplified microsatellite loci

**Cattle Breeds of India indianindigenouscattle.blogspot.com**
April 22nd, 2019 - This is my extra interest to collect as much as information on local cattle breeds of India and publicize this to worldwide to make people aware and getting their support for germ plasm conservation. I have been thinking to do local breeds conservation programmes in the near future.

**Vechur Cattle Characteristics Origin amp Uses Modern**
April 20th, 2019 - The Vechur cattle are a smaller sized and native Indian breed of Bos indicus cattle. The breed was named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the Kerala state in India. According to the Guinness Book of Records, the Vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world.

**Miniature cattle Wikipedia**
April 10th, 2019 - Miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world. Some such as the Dexter of Ireland and the Vechur of Kerala India are traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding. The Australian Lowline was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment. Some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism.
Vechur Indian Cattle
April 21st, 2019 - Vechur cattle are the small breed of Indian cattle They are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face The legs are short with long and tapering tail almost touching the ground The Vechur cattle are active and strong animals The cows are very good milk producers producing up to 3 liters of milk a day

Assessment of genetic diversity among Malnad Gidda
April 18th, 2019 - The genetic diversity among 3 dwarf breeds of cattle in India viz Malnad Gidda Punganur and Vechur were analysed using 12 sets of microsatellite markers All 11 amplified microsatellite loci

KASARGODE BREEDS OF CATTLE OF KERALA IOSR Journals
April 18th, 2019 - 13 4 Vechur Conservation Trust India 3 Kasargod Cattle Breeders Association 2 Centre for Advanced Studies in Animal Genetics and Breeding Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University India Abstract Kasargod cattle were found in Kasargod Kozhikode and Kannur Kerala India A study was carried out for breed characterization with

Characterization of promoter sequence of toll like
April 16th, 2019 - in milk yield Vechur cattle breed found in Kerala state are known for less susceptible to mastitis than any other cattle breeds The marked differences in susceptibility to mastitis predict that there is substantial variation in the efficiency of the antimicrobial defense within the cattle breeds Yet the mechanisms under

Weird Cow Breeds The Vechur Cattle thatsfarming com
April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur breed is a very rare one indeed and holds the title for the smallest breed in existence according to the Guinness Book of World records They are named after the village from which they originate Vechoor in the Kerala state in India

Vechur Cattle Wikipedia
April 22nd, 2019 - The Vechur Cattle Malayalam ????????? ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Vaikom Taluk Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it

Vechur Cattle WikiVisually
November 13th, 2018 - The Vechur Cattle Malayalam ????????? ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces

A cow and a controversy frontline thehindu com
April 15th, 2019 - There are only 26 well defined breeds of cattle in India
and they make up only 18 per cent of the total cattle population. The rest, which include the Vechur, are categorised as nondescript cattle. These cattle, which evolved by natural selection, have unique pools of genes developed by nature over the years.

Vechur Vechur Conservation Trust
April 15th, 2019 - Breed and size Travancore does not possess any special breed of cattle as its own. Authorities are inclined to label the Travancore cattle “Nondescript.” But in common parlance, the cattle are divided into different breeds according to the locality to which they belong. Of this, the Vechur breed is noted for its milking capacity.

Vechur Cattle farming in India Characteristics Origin
April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur cattle are a smaller sized and native Indian breed of Bos indicus cattle. The breed was named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the Kerala state in India. According to the Guinness Book of Records, the Vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world. The breed is noted and valued for the larger amount of milk production compared to the amount of food it consumes.

Vechur of Kerala World’s smallest cow breed
April 11th, 2019 - A tiny Vechur calf had been born — in his compound — just six hours before we arrived there. Her mother, a fine animal, is 82 cm high. The Vechur is the world’s smallest cattle breed. November 2010 saw Diana, a 77 cm Vechur also from Thrissur district enter the Guinness Book of Records as the smallest cow in the world.

What cattle breed is sacred in India answers.com
April 17th, 2019 - A true tiny milk cow exists in the state of Kerala, India. The Vechur cow is the size of a large dairy goat and produces about one gallon 4 liters of milk at peak performance with a 5% milk.

The Hindu Sci Tech Agriculture Vechur cattle ideal
April 16th, 2019 - Breed characteristics. Vechur cattle are the smallest of Indian cattle breeds. They are mostly light red or black in colour with a long and narrow face. The legs are short. The tail is long and.

List of Cattle Breeds Modern Farming Methods
April 23rd, 2019 - Cattle is the most important among the domestic animals. Cattle farming is very profitable, easy to maintain, and a traditional business. But for getting better profit from cattle farming, business, you must have to select suitable and productive cattle breeds for your farm. There are many cattle breeds available around the world.

Meet the Tiniest Dairy Cow in the World Vechur Cattle A
April 21st, 2019 - Vechur cows are not prone to mastitis parasites or hoof and mouth disease and they calve easily. The milk of Vechur cattle is outstanding with a butterfat content of up to five percent and with a smaller fat globule size from that of other dairy breeds making the milk easily digestible.
Vechur Cattle farming in India

**Characteristics Origin**
April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur cattle are a smaller sized and native Indian breed of Bos indicus cattle. The breed was named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the Kerala state in India. According to the Guinness Book of Records, the Vechur cattle breed is the smallest cattle breed in the world.

**Vechur Dairy Knowledge Portal**
April 18th, 2019 - Vechur is one of the dwarf cattle breeds of India with an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm. It is considered to be the smallest cattle breed in the world. It is known by the name of a place Vechur, a small place by the side of Vembanad lake near Vaikam in Kottayam district of South Kerala.

**Indian Indigenous Cattle**
April 9th, 2019 - Till recently, the number of Indian cattle breeds was estimated at 26. But the calendar of Indian Council of Agricultural Research ICAR on ‘Cattle Breeds of India’ published by the National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources NBAGR showed 30 breeds. The latest addition was the Vechur cattle.

**Preservation of India’s local livestock germplasm Vechur**
April 10th, 2019 - themed ‘Cattle Breeds of India’ and published by the National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources NBAGR features pictures of 30 breeds including Vechur cattle. Table 1: The thirty recognized breeds in India constitute around 20 per cent of the country’s total cattle population. On 14 May 2011, this writer Mr B. Rathinasabapathy and Dr M.

**Vechur cattle petmapz by Dr Katz Your veterinarian**
April 19th, 2019 - Vechur cattle Place of Origin India Origin The Vechur Cattle Malayalam ???????? ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm, it is the smallest cattle breed in the world.

**Why you should not buy a vechur dwarf cow – Natural**
April 10th, 2019 - It's the best job on this earth to save indigenous breed Indian cows. As these foreign breed cows have spoilt the Indian breeds, Indian cow products are SHUBH i.e. PURE. It is proved by the scientists and is there in Indian shastr and VEDAS.

**Animal husbandry kaikalur INDIAS SHORTEST COWS AND THEIR**
April 7th, 2019 - The Vechur cow also spelled Vechoor cow is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village of Vechur in Kottayam district Kerala India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm, it is the smallest cattle breed in the world and is valued for the larger amount of milk it produces relative to the amount of food it requires.

**Controversy Vechur Conservation Trust**
April 18th, 2019 - The Vechur cattle an almost extinct variety of Indian indigenous breed is the smallest cattle variety in the world endemic to the moist landscape breed is the smallest cattle variety of Kerala. The uniqueness of this in the world rare variety is its high fat content in milk.

**Sosamma Iype awarded India Biodiversity Award for her**

March 30th, 2019 - It is also due to the medicinal value attributed to the Vechur cow milk. This had been the pioneer work on conserving a threatened breed of cattle in India and Sosamma Iype says that this was made possible due to the cooperation from her team of students.

**List of Indian Cow Buffalo Horse Goat and Sheep Breeds**

April 22nd, 2019 - List of Indian Cow Buffalo Horse Goat and Sheep Breeds. Cow and Buffalo are the two main milk producing species found in India. There are list of Cow and Buffalo breeds of India include Gir Cattle, Hariana Cattle, Sahiwal Cattle, Murrah Buffalo, and Surti Buffalo.

**Miniature cattle Revolvy**

July 25th, 2017 - Miniature cattle are found in various parts of the world. Some such as the Dexter breed of Ireland and the Vechur of Kerala India are traditional breeds others have been recently created by selective breeding. The Australian Lowline was the unexpected result of a scientific experiment. Some but not all miniature breeds display achondroplasia or dwarfism.

**37 Best Indian Cow Breeds images Cows Cattle Cow**

April 19th, 2019 - List of all the breeds of Indian Cows known. Cows provide approx 100 million tonnes of dry dung a year costing Rs 5000 crores which saves 50 million tonnes of firewood which again means that many trees saved and more environmental damage prevented. See more ideas about Cows Cattle and Cow.

**Indigenous Breeds of Cow CowPedia**

April 14th, 2019 - There are numerous varieties of cow breeds found in India which have been found useful in milk production and bearing loads for transportation but for last 40-50 years due to the countless operations carried out between Indian and foreign cow breeds we have lost some of our extremely useful and established cattle.

**Vechur Cattle Wikipedia**

April 22nd, 2019 - The Vechur Cattle Malayalam ????????? ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Vaikom Taluk Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India. With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records and is valued for the larger amount of milk it.

**KASARGODE BREEDS OF CATTLE OF KERALA IOSR Journals**

and Breeding Kerala Veterinary and Animal Sciences University India

Abstract Kasargod cattle were found in Kasargod Kozhikode and Kannur
Kerala India A study was carried out for breed characterization with

**Vechur Cow The Smallest Cattle Breed**
March 21st, 2019 - This breed of Indian zebu is called Vechur cow the
smallest cattle in the world The average height of this breed varies from
81 to 91 cm 31 35 in

**Indian mini cow Vechur description photos breeding**
April 11th, 2019 - In India Vechur cows have long proven themselves on
the positive side when this breed has become popular in other continents
is unknown but a relatively low price strong immunity and small size are
attracting more and more attention to the small and large farmland
Perhaps in the future this breed of cows will be one of the most popular

**The National Conference On Native Livestock Breeds And**
February 20th, 2019 - Vechur cattle once thought to be extinct due to
extensive crossbreeding are the first native cattle of Kerala to be saved
multiplied and approved as a distinct breed and this is the smallest

**Mini Cow Breeds saveindiancows org**
April 8th, 2019 - Mini cow breeds of India India has indigenous mini cow
breeds spread over Kerala and Karnataka states The Vechur and
Kasaragod breed from Kerala and the Malnad gidda breed of Karnataka
share several similarities in their features A variant of Malnad gidda breed
called Kapila is another mini cattle breed from Karnataka

**Meet the Tiniest Dairy Cow in the World Vechur Cattle A**
April 21st, 2019 - Vechur cows are not prone to mastitis parasites or hoof
and mouth disease and they calve easily The milk of Vechur cattle is
outstanding with a butterfat content of up to five percent and with a smaller
fat globule size from that of other dairy breeds making the milk easily
digestible

**The Hindu Sci Tech Agriculture Vechur cattle ideal**
April 16th, 2019 - Breed characterestics Vechur cattle are the smallest of
Indian cattle breeds They are mostly light red or black in colour with a long
and narrow face The legs are short The tail is long and

**List of cattle breeds Howling Pixel**
April 14th, 2019 - Another product of cattle is dung which can be used to
create manure or fuel In some regions such as parts of India cattle have
significant religious meaning Cattle mostly small breeds such as the
Miniature Zebu are also kept as pets

**VECHUR COW rajeev kuttamangalam Cow Horses Animals**
April 13th, 2019 - The Vechur cow is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle
named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala
in India With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the
smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. About 200 cows are supposed to exist today nearly 100 of them.

**List of Most Popular Cattle Breeds in India gowandi com**
April 13th, 2019 - List of Most Popular Cattle Breeds in India Rathi Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Malayalam Rathi Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Breed Vechur Cattle Malayalam ??? is a rare breed of Bos indicus cattle named after the village Vechoor in Kottayam district of the state of Kerala in India With an average length of 124 cm and height of 87 cm it is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. Around 4,000 heads of Vechur cattle are believed to exist today in Thrissur, Alappuzha, Kottayam, and Ernakulam among other districts.

**Eats Least Produces Most Meet WORLD’s smallest COW**
April 13th, 2019 - This rare breed which averages 87 cm in height, 124 cm in length, and 130 kg in weight takes its name from a village Vechoor in Kottayam, Kerala. It is the smallest cattle breed in the world according to the Guinness Book of Records. Around 4,000 heads of Vechur cattle are believed to exist today in Thrissur, Alappuzha, Kottayam, and Ernakulam among other districts.

**Organic farming VECHUR – THE MINIATURE CATTLE BREED OF THE MILLENIUM**
April 14th, 2019 - VECHUR – THE MINIATURE CATTLE BREED OF THE MILLENIUM Dr T P Sethumadhavan Dr R Radhika Vechur cattle of Kerala is having a place in the latest calendar of Indian breeds of cattle published by National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources ICAR Karnal as a miniature breed.

**Indian mini cow Vechur description photos breeding**
April 11th, 2019 - In India Vechur cows have long proven themselves on the positive side when this breed has become popular in other continents is unknown but a relatively low price, strong immunity, and small size are attracting more and more attention to the small and large farmland. Perhaps in the future this breed of cows will be one of the most popular.

**Vechur Cattle Breed Information – All about the Cattle**
April 16th, 2019 - The Vechur breed is an Indian cattle breed that is actually in the Guinness Book of World records for being the smallest cattle breed around today. Its name comes from the name of where they come from a place called Vechoor in the state of Kerala. They are also called for that reason the Vachoork cow and the Kerela cattle.

**??? Cytogenetic Investigation of Rare Cattle Breeds of India**
April 14th, 2019 - PDF A cytogenetic study was performed on rare zebu cattle breeds of India during a routine investigation. The blood samples were collected from the bulls of five cattle breeds viz. Punganur.

**Vechur Cow Indigenous Cattle Variety Smallest Cattle**
April 22nd, 2019 - Vechur cow an indigenous cattle variety of Kerala. A rare breed of Bos indicus is the smallest cattle breed in the world. It yields the maximum milk in the world for a cow of this size. It’s not the quantity of the milk but its quality that gave it an international fame.
What cattle breed is sacred in India answers.com
April 17th, 2019 - A true tiny milk cow exists in the state of Kerala India. The Vechur cow is the size of a large dairy goat and produces about one gallon 4 liters of milk at peak performance with a 5 milk
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